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HAUSDORFF MEASURE AND CARLESON THIN SETS1

JOEL H. SHAPIRO

Abstract. A Carleson set is a closed subset of the unit circle 7" having measure

zero, whose complement is a disjoint union of open subarcs (/„) with 2|/Jlog|/„| >

— oo. Suppose H is the Hausdorff measure on T induced by the determining

function h, where h(t)/t is strictly decreasing. We show that H(E) = 0 for every

Carleson set £ if and only iff¿A(r)_,íft = oo. Consequently the nonintegrability

of h ~ ' is necessary and sufficient for every positive Borel measure p on T with

modulus of continuity <■>,,(£) = 0(h(S)) to place zero mass on every Carleson set.

1. Introduction. Suppose £ is a closed subset of the unit circle T, so its

complement T\E can be written as a (at most) countable disjoint union of open

intervals (In). Call E a Carleson set if E has measure zero, and

2|/„|iogK,l>-<» (l.i)

where |/J denotes the normalized Lebesgue measure of /„. These sets have been

studied extensively by Beurling [2], Carleson [3], and others [7], [9], [12] as

boundary zero sets for certain spaces of functions holomorphic in the open unit

disc. Hayman [5] independently discovered Carleson sets in connection with the

Block-Nevanlinna problem (see also [1] and [11]); and H. S. Shapiro [10] found

them relevant to the study of the shift operator on certain weighted Bergman

spaces.

More precisely, Shapiro studied the operator Mz of multiplication by the inde-

pendent variable z on the Hilbert space Ba consisting of all functions holomorphic

in the open unit disc and square integrable with respect to the measure

(1 - \z\)"~xdx dy (a > 0). He showed [10, Theorem 1] that if ju is a positive

singular Borel measure on T with modulus of continuity

«„(S) = sup{ rf/): |/| < 5} = 0(8 log(l/Ô)) (1.2)

(supremum over subarcs / of T), then the associated singular inner function

S„(z) = exp  C\z + e'1)/ (z - eu) ¿u(/)

is cyclic for Mz; that is, spanfz^: n > 0} is dense in Ba. In the other direction

[10, Theorem 2], he showed that S^ is not cyclic whenever ¡i places positive mass on

some Carleson set. There are similar results for the Hardy space Hp, 0 <p < 1,

taken in the weak topology [4, Theorem 13, p. 53].
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Shapiro's results show that a singular measure p with modulus of continuity

0(8 log(l/5)) cannot give positive mass to a Carleson set (a direct proof of this

occurs in [8]), and in [10] he indicates without proof that there are measures which

fail to have this modulus of continuity, yet still give no mass to any Carleson set.

In this paper we characterize the smoothness classes of measures which place no

mass on any Carleson set. Initially the solution is phrased as a result on Hausdorff

measures. For convenience we work on the closed unit interval [0, 1] rather than

the unit circle. Let A be a determining function for a Hausdorff measure H on[0, 1];

that is, h is nonnegative, continuous, and increasing on [0, 1], and for S a subset of

[0,1]

H(S) =  fon {inf £ A(|*,|)}

where the infimum extends over all coverings {B¡} of S by at most countable

collections of intervals B¡ of length |R,| < r [6, Chapitre II, §2, p. 23]. Our main

result is

Theorem. Suppose h(t)/t is strictly decreasing on (0, 1]. Then the following

conditions on h are equivalent.

(a) H(E) = Ofor every Carleson set E c [0, 1].

(b) fx0h(tyxdt= oo.

This result, along with standard facts about Hausdorff measure [6, Théorème III,

Chapitre II, p. 27], yields the solution to our original modulus of continuity

problem.

Corollary. Suppose h is a determining function with h(t)/t strictly decreasing on

(0, 1]. Then the following statements about h are equivalent.

(a) ¡i(E) = 0 for every Carleson set E G [0, 1] and every finite positive Borel

measure p on [0, 1] with 6^(5) = 0(h(8)).

(b) ¡I h(t)~x dt= oo.

For example, if

<oM(S) = 0(8(\og l/á)(loglog 1/5))       (5^0 +),

then ¡i(E) = 0 for each Carleson set E. But for each e > 0 there exists p with

%(8) = 0(S(log l/5)(log log l/S)1+e)       (5^0+)

such that ¡i(E) > 0 for some Carleson set E.

2. Proof of the Theorem, (b) —> (a). Suppose (a) fails. Then there is a Carleson set

E with H(E) > 0. We will show that (b) fails, i.e., that \/h is integrable. It follows

from [6, Chapitre II, p. 27, "LEMME"] that inf 2 A(|Ay|) = m > 0 where the

infimum extends over all at most countable coverings {Ay} of E by intervals.

Following [6, Chapitre II, p. 29], for / > 0 we let E, denote the collection of points

in [0, 1] which lie a distance < / from E. Thus E, is an open set which contains E.

Since E, is a union of open intervals of length 2/, it is a disjoint union of finitely

many open intervals {A-}, each of length > 2/. Using this disjointness and the fact
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that h(t)/t decreases on (0, 1] we obtain

M-2W-2HI^{W/*(W)}
> (2i/A(2r))2 A(|A,|) > 2tm/h(2t).

It follows that

fl/2h(t)~x dt = 2 f1h(2t)'x dt < m~x Crl\Et\ dt.
Jo Jo Jo

Since E is a Carleson set, the last integral is finite [3, §1, p. 326, "LEMME"], hence

l/his integrable. That is, (b) fails.

(a)->(b). Suppose (b) fails. Then because t~~xh(t) is monotone decreasing on

[0, 1] we must have

lim t~xh(t) = oo. (2.1)
f->0 +

Now in [6, Chapitre II, §8, p. 30] it is shown that whenever h(t)/t decreases strictly

on (0, 1] there is a nowhere dense perfect Cantor-type set E c [0, 1] with 0 < H(E)

< oo. We are going to review the construction of E and show that the integrability

of \/h forces it to be a Carleson set. This will complete the proof.

Construction of E. We may suppose without loss of generality that h(\) = 1.

Choose Xq = 1 and, for n = 1, 2,... , choose 0 < \ < 1 with h(X„) = 2~". The

fact that t~xh(t) decreases strictly on (0, 1] insures that

K+x<K/2       (n = 0,1,2,...). (2.2)

In particular, A„|0.

Now divide [0, 1] into successive stages of "light" and "dark" intervals, as

follows. E0 = [0, 1] is the unique zeroth stage light intervals. Suppose En has been

obtained as the disjoint union of 2" closed light intervals, each of length X„. Then

£„+! c 4 is defined to be the union of the 2"+1 disjoint closed light intervals

obtained by deleting from each nth stage tight interval an open centered dark

interval of length

8n = K-2\+i. (2.3)

Inequality (2.2) insures that Sn > 0, and that the light and dark intervals at each

stage are nontrivial.

Let E = H „ E„. Then £ is a nowhere dense perfect subset of [0, 1] whose

complement is the union of all the dark intervals obtained in the course of the

construction. By (2.1) we have

\E\ = lim|£„| = lim 2"\ = lim \/h(\) = 0.

By [6, p. 30] we have 0 < H(E) < oo (note that this is proved under the additional

assumption that h is strictly concave, but all that is actually needed for the proof is

(2.2)).
E is a Carleson set. The complement of E is the disjoint union of the dark

intervals. The n + 1st stage of the construction contributes 2" of these, each of

length Sn = \ — 2a„+1. Since |£| = 0 we have left to check (1.1), which in this
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case is

2 2"5„ log(l/o„) < oo. (2.4)
n = 0

Note that since [0, l]\E has measure 1,

2 2\ = 1. (2.5)
n-0

Since \/h is assumed to be integrable on [0, 1] and h is increasing,

oo > Ch(tyx dt= 2    (K Kt)~l dt

> I KK)~liK - K+ù = I 2"0\, - K+Ù
n-0 n-0

= f 2"(ôn+A„+1)   by (2.3)
n-0

= i + !s^ by(2-5)-
Z n = l

Since |£j = 2"A„, this can be rewritten as

Í|3,|<«>- (2-6)
n-0

Since |£J is the sum of the lengths of the dark intervals contained in ¿'„-namely

those dark intervals from the nth stage onward-we have \En\ = 2"_„ 2k8k. Sub-

stituting this into (2.6) and interchanging the order of summation,

00

2 (* + 1)2% < oo. (2.7)
*=o

To finish the proof, let

A = {«:«„ < 3~n}    and   B = {n: 8n > 3'"}.

Since x log(l/x) increases on the interval (0, 1/e] we have for all sufficiently large

ne A,

2\ logO/fiJ < 2"3- log(3") = (log3)»(2/3)",

so that

2 2"8n log(l/ofl) < oo. (2.8)
neA

Suppose n G B. Then

log(l/5„) < log(3") = n log 3

so

2 2"8n log(l/5„) < (log 3) 2 n2\ < oo, (2.9)
neB neB

where the finiteness of the last sum follows from (2.7). Inequalities (2.8) and (2.9)

yield (2.4), which completes the proof of the theorem.
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We note in closing that when l/h is integrable, the Corollary guarantees that

there is a Carleson set E and a measure /x with modulus of continuity 0(h(S)) for

which fi(E) > 0. In fact the set E constructed in the last part of the proof of the

theorem does the job, with /i the measure induced by the Lebesgue function of E

[6, Chapitre II, Théorème IV, p. 30].

Added in proof. After this paper was accepted for publication I learned that its

results are contained in Patrick Ahern's recent paper The mean modulus and

derivative of an inner function, Indiana Univ. Math. J. 28 (1979), 311-347. In

particular Lemma 2.3 and Theorem 2.3 of that paper contain the main result of this

one.

An improvement of H. S. Shapiro's result on cyclic inner functions in Ba has

been obtained by Daniel Leucking in his preprint Cyclic inner functions in the

Bergman spaces. Leucking shows that if ju is a positive singular measure on T that

vanishes on all sets of .//-measure zero, where H has determining function h(t) — t

log(l//), then Sp is cyclic in Ba. In the same paper he obtains a factorization of

singular inner functions into cyclic and purely noncyclic parts.
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